I. INTRODUCTION

From death and destruction\(^1\) to the impeachment and removal of political figures,\(^2\) live music events carry a potential world of hurt. For example, caught in a death trap at the Argentinian nightclub República Cromañón, 194 music fans were killed in a pyrotechnic-induced fire.\(^3\) In Ohio, a “crazed fan” rushed the stage, fatally shooting famed Pantera guitarist Darrell
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\(^1\) See, e.g., Kate Sedgwick, Ten Deadliest Concert Disasters of the Last Fifty Years, MATADOR NETWORK (Aug. 16, 2010), https://matadornetwork.com/nights/10-deadliest-concert-disasters-of-the-last-50-years/.


\(^3\) Id.
“Dimebag” Abbott. And a stampede at the German techno festival “Love Parade” claimed twenty-one lives—its victims were crushed and suffocated at the over-crowded venue. Be it an intimate venue or a packed arena, there is always an inherent risk of violence or worse when a crowd is assembled into a small space. These and future tragedies are preventable, however, and, given the frequent and severe disasters within the music community, a uniform code of conduct for both artists and event organizers would complement existing law, as well as the interests of the live concert culture and society at large.

Of course, countless shows, concerts and music festivals capture a unique positivity and unity in performers and attendees. A prime example is Bob Marley’s 1978 One Love Peace Concert held in Kingston, Jamaica, in the midst of an ongoing political civil war. At the concert’s peak, and to the amazement of attendees, the reggae legend successfully convinced the two opposing political leaders—Michael Manley of the People’s National Party and Edward Seaga of the Jamaica Labour Party—to join hands on stage. In the context of live music, sources of danger range from simple human
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8. Id.; Denselow, supra note 6.
aggression to the structural environment of a venue. The spectrum of potential severe and deadly consequences can occur through random event, but stem mostly from substandard planning and execution of live music events. Musicians and event organizers should meet the dedication of their concertgoers with a calculated and agreed-upon ethos grounded in respect, safety and accountability. Such policies in the context of live music events have proven successful in the United States, at least on a grass-roots level. Small, community-run art and music venues upholding a “do it yourself” approach rely on self-pronounced codes of conduct to sustain environments that promote and preserve safety and bodily integrity. For example, a renowned Los Angeles neighborhood music venue, “Bridgetown D.I.Y.,” maintains policies against bigoted language or actions, distribution or use of drugs or alcohol at the venue, and violence, harassment, or fighting of any kind.

As another example, the “Ché Café Collective,” a volunteer co-operative live music venue on the University of California, San Diego campus prescribes similar tenets, expressly prohibiting drugs, alcohol, graffiti, weapons, and fighting. Interestingly, the co-operative even provides its visitors with instructions on proper “pit etiquette”—referring to a specific type of punk rock or heavy metal music dancing known as “mosh pitting” or
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9. See generally STEVEN BLUSH, AMERICAN HARDCORE 24 (George Petros ed., 2d ed. 2010) (documenting the birth of “slam dancing” in southern California); see also Thomas Charles Surmanski, Mosh Pits or Liability Pits: Criminal and Tortsious Liability At Concerts, 1 CAMBRIDGE L. REV. 115, 116-17 (2016) (describing “slam dancing” or “moshing” as a traditional practice at concerts derived from the punk rock community where the crowd—usually near the front of the stage or “the pit”—engages in a collective and therapeutic form of frenzied dancing that is aggressive, yet good humored, and where—although no one is fighting—a certain level of violence is socially accepted; although minor injuries may occur, participants exercise varying codes of conduct or “pit etiquette” to forbid behavior such as sexual harassment or trampling on fallen members).


13. BRIDGETOWN D.I.Y., supra note 11.

14. CHÉ CAFÉ COLLECTIVE, supra note 11.
“slam dancing.”  To instill in its attendees the primary goal of safety at its entertainment events, the Café’s “pit etiquette” includes phrases like “Be aware of your surroundings,” “Do not ruin it for people just wanting to have a good time,” “If someone falls down, pause and pick them up,” and “Stay out of the rafters.”

At first glance, it is a wonder how a small record store, for example, could ever carry out a punk rock or heavy metal show without severe misfortune or catastrophe. Such live events are commonly associated with violent crowds. Ironically, what often makes the systematic harmony captured at these events possible is the organizers’ working code of conduct, as well as the performers’ and fans’ concurrent respect for such policies. To illustrate, musician Matthew Barney commented regarding the 1980s American “hardcore” punk music scene, stating:

There was something that attracted me to the pit, this kind of controlled violent system where there are codes, and where people, in spite of the fact that their taking off each other’s heads, they [are] also looking out for one another, which is true of the football field as well.

Of course, despite the success stories, small-scale establishments are not immune to tragedies stemming from the inherent dangers of a live music event. The deadliest fire in contemporary California history occurred at an Oakland warehouse-turned-artist collective known as “Ghost Ship” during a dance party in 2016. The warehouse, home to many artists and musicians, was filled with people attending an electronic dance party on the second-floor before a fire ignited, killing thirty-six people.

According to a fifty-page report compiled by the Oakland Fire Department, the exact
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15. *Id.* See generally BLUSH, supra note 9 (explaining what is meant by terms such as “slamdancing” and “pits” at certain types of music events).
16. CHÉ CAFÉ COLLECTIVE, supra note 11.
17. See, e.g., PROGRAMME SKATE & SOUND, http://programmehq.com/about/ (last visited Nov. 13, 2018) (exemplifying a record store which also operates as a music venue in Fullerton, California).
18. BLUSH, supra note 9.
cause of the fire is still unknown. However, the state of the warehouse’s interior made it clear that those who were inside were caught in a fire trap.

The report described the interior as a “maze-like labyrinth with makeshift hallways and cubicle-like live-work spaces constructed not of walls” but of musical instruments, wooden furniture and “other scavenged items that blocked possible exits and fueled the blaze.” In addition, the warehouse lacked a sprinkler system, the building was powered by an illegal ad hoc electrical system, and—perhaps most dreadful given the circumstances—the main access to the bottom floor was a makeshift staircase composed of planks and wooden pallets. In June 2017, prosecutors charged both Ghost Ship’s creative director and master tenant with thirty-six counts of involuntary manslaughter for knowingly creating the fire trap in a warehouse that was not licensed for either housing or entertainment, and inviting the public inside. The event organizers lack of conscientious planning led to deadly consequences for their dancing victims.

In light of a broad array of similarly unfortunate yet avoidable tragedies occurring at music events across the globe, the concert industry must develop an international code of conduct that provides basic rules on fire safety, overcrowding, and protection from violence. This paper will first demonstrate that for want of a collective adherence to standards, the music community has suffered preventable harm. By way of a case study, it will then illustrate how a lack of clear standards has placed both performers and audience members at risk. Finally, this paper will propose a solution to the problem: The creation of an international code of conduct in the live music event context. Adherence to such a code would help preserve the integrity of the worldwide concert culture by achieving an increase in accountability among musicians and promoters for the health and safety of concertgoers and performers alike.


23. Panic in Ghost Ship Warehouse Fire, supra note 19; see ORIGIN & CAUSE REPORT, supra note 22, at 13-14.

24. ORIGIN & CAUSE REPORT, supra note 22, at 4, 15, 17; Panic in Ghost Ship Warehouse Fire, supra note 19 ("Aaron Marin, a house guest staying in a studio, was upstairs when he saw flames coming from under the floor near the DJ’s booth. People started down the staircase but returned because the ramshackle stairwell of planks and wooden pallets was not safe.")

25. Peele & Debolt, supra note 19; Panic in Ghost Ship Warehouse Fire, supra note 19.
II. DISTORTION AND DISHARMONY: THE NEED FOR A SYNCHRONIZED ADAPTATION TO PROTECT THE PUBLIC

Lack of adherence to standards has led to easily avoidable catastrophes. Promotional goals often lead artists and promoters to compromise the safety of the audience in order to make sales. While most jurisdictions impose rules governing safety concerns and negligence standards, not all can be relied upon to adequately regulate common risks. One tragic 1979 incident occurred at a “The Who” concert in Ohio, where eleven would-be attendees died of “suffocation by asphyxiation due to compression.”\(^{26}\) The cause was a combination of what arena employees dubbed an unreserved “animal seating” policy, inadequate staffing and deficient crowd control procedures.\(^{27}\)

More recently, an explosion caused by colored powder catching fire at a 2015 techno concert in Taiwan resulted in 508 injuries and fifteen deaths.\(^{28}\) The event organizer was found guilty of professional negligence for the fatal incident, that could have been prevented “if there had been someone with a basic understanding of science at the scene.”\(^{29}\) Other catastrophic moments of “rock and roll hell”\(^{30}\) occurred at the 1969 Altamont Speedway Free Festival in northern California (850 injuries and four deaths),\(^{31}\) the 2000 Roskilde Festival near Copenhagen, Denmark (nine deaths),\(^{32}\) and a 2009
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\(^{26}\) Chet Flippo, Rock & Roll Tragedy: Why Eleven Died in Cincinnati, ROLLING STONE, Jan. 24, 1980, at 10-24, microformed on UMI No. 11330 (Nat’il Archive Publ’g Co.).

\(^{27}\) Id.


\(^{29}\) Jake Chung, Water Park Inferno: Details of Pre-Blaze Conditions Emerge, TAIPEI TIMES (June 30, 2015), http://www.taipeitimes.com/News/front/archives/2015/06/30/2003621906.

\(^{30}\) David Fricke, Nine Dead at Pearl Jam Concert, ROLLING STONE, Aug. 17, 2000, at 27, 32.

\(^{31}\) John Walsh, Altamont Free Concert (Alameda County, CA) (December 6, 1969), in 3 CRIMES OF THE CENTURIES 16, 16-17 (Steven Chermak & Frankie Y. Bailey eds., 2016) (recounting the violent, substance-fueled, and poorly planned large-scale event known by many as the “end of the 1960’s counterculture,” where organizers hired notorious motorcycle bike gang Hells Angels to provide security).

\(^{32}\) Fricke, supra note 30 (detailing the tragic asphyxiation of rock band Pearl Jam fans near the front stage barricade, drowned in the “tidal crush” of the 50,000-person crowd); see Chris Barker, Ten Rock Concerts Which Resulted in Bloodshed, SOC. SCI. CAREERS (Oct. 19, 2012), http://www.socialsciencecareers.org/10-rock-concerts-which-resulted-in-bloodshed/ (indicating the true cause of the tragedy is heavily debated); Danish Police Blame Pearl Jam for Roskilde, ABC NEWS (July 20, 2000), http://abcnews.go.com/Entertainment/story?id=116387&page=1 (reporting Danish police found the band “morally responsible” for the disaster, rather than the event organizers).
concert at Club Santika in Bangkok, Thailand (66 deaths). 33 Regrettably, this list is far from complete.

Even without a single note being played, the anticipation of being in the presence of a beloved musician has the power to ignite a near-riot from passionate fans. Such a phenomenon occurred in 1990 at a now-closed Los Angeles record store, Wherehouse Records. 34 Nearly 20,000 devout music fans arrived at the intersection of La Cienega Boulevard and 3rd Street, hoping to meet the acclaimed British synth-pop group Depeche Mode, which was holding an in-store autograph session to promote its new album “Violator.” 35 Just two years prior, Depeche Mode had sold out the famous Rose Bowl arena in Pasadena, California, filling the venue with more than 70,000 fans. 36 The band’s record label, alongside local rock radio station KROQ-FM, promoted the in-store signing event, which was originally scheduled to last three hours. 37 The event was ultimately shut down early due to the overwhelming turnout. 38

When the crowd overpowered the store’s private security force, Los Angeles Police Department riot control officers were summoned to maintain peace and order as thousands of fans grew restless and unruly, pounding on the large glass windows in front of the building. 39 The danger of the crowd against the glass could have resulted in fatalities. 40 Fortunately, none occurred. However, a handful of people were sent to the hospital—including a twelve-year old girl—for injuries sustained during the frightening occasion. 41 Describing the scene outside the store when the group first


37. See The Wherehouse In-Store, supra note 35; Lee, supra note 36.

38. The Wherehouse In-Store, supra note 35.


40. See id.

41. Id.
arrived for the signing event, long-time KROQ morning radio host Kevin Ryder stated, “We thought we were going to die.”

The Depeche Mode event’s primary relevance to this paper lies in both its planning and aftermath. Promoters placed the safety of the group’s fans on the backburner in the name of making front page news. The promoters wanted to make a statement. Knowingly forgoing logistical and safety concerns – learned from similar past experiences – they implemented the in-store signing event in the hope that the press would arrive and cover it. They got more than they bargained for but should not have been surprised. In the days leading up to the event, one of the founding members of the group, Martin Gore, excitedly voiced that “hopefully there will be a bit of mayhem, maybe,” before stating that “everybody is predicting 10,000 [people] for the event. I think we should wait for the event before we start getting into figures.”

After the frenzy, Depeche Mode apologized and, like the owners of Wherehouse Records, claimed they never expected such a large crowd. KROQ promoter Richard Blade shifted the responsibility when questioned about the panic in and around the store: “That [is] not our business, to provide security . . . Ours is just to basically get the word across that Depeche Mode [would] be there for an appearance.” Councilman Zev Yaroslavsky, who represented the West Los Angeles area at the time, blamed the promoters and the store, characterizing the event as “one of the most incredible poor judgment calls that [he] had ever seen.” In the end, Wherehouse Entertainment, Inc. paid the city about $18,000 for costs in neutralizing the disturbance. Yaroslavsky then praised Wherehouse for “exhibiting an admirable degree of corporate responsibility,” and hoped the negotiated amount would incentivize other companies to “think a little more responsibly before they leap into ill- advised promotional events.”

42. Id.
44. See id.
45. Archives Special—The Wherehouse In-Store, supra note 39.
46. Id.
47. Id.
48. Id.
50. Id.
The 1990 Depeche Mode event is not an anomaly. In 2013, another music-related event drew a large and unmanageable crowd, this time for a show by the famed rapper “Tyler, the Creator” at 140-person-capacity club, The Airliner, located in the East Los Angeles neighborhood of Lincoln Heights.\(^\text{51}\) The concert was booked as a promotion for the rapper’s upcoming Camp Flog Gnaw Carnival held in Downtown, Los Angeles, and was announced online one week beforehand.\(^\text{52}\) Not surprisingly, the buzz spread quickly. On the day of the event, many fans arrived at the venue as early as 11:00 am to ensure admission into the club that night.\(^\text{53}\) Like the Depeche Mode in-store, this event was inevitably shut-down by Los Angeles Police Department riot police due to safety concerns.\(^\text{54}\)

Disgruntled fans were turned away at the door once the small venue quickly reached capacity, leaving the increasingly rowdy crowd outside, gradually pouring into the street.\(^\text{55}\) At one point, artist “Tyler, the Creator” stepped outside, stood on top of a car and instructed his excited and adoring fans to remain calm and peaceful, to avoid a total shut-down of the show.\(^\text{56}\) His efforts were in vain, however, and he ultimately did not perform. Fortunately, no one was injured or arrested during this close-call.

Because of The Airliner’s limited capacity, promoters typically do not announce big name acts until the day of the show.\(^\text{57}\) However, this promotional policy aids in understanding the reason the planned performance was a failure. After the fiasco, the production company’s organizer, Daddy Kev, lamented over their approach, expressing their determination to prepare for future high-profile shows in a more conscientious manner: “Hindsight being twenty/twenty, we [are] never announcing an artist of that stature ahead of time ever again.”\(^\text{58}\)

As well-documented tragedies and near misses continually add to the global backlog of music events gone wrong, event organizers, promoters and musicians have good reason to focus their attention on health and safety concerns during the planning and execution of shows and festivals wherever those events are located. There is no need to turn a blind eye to such issues


\(^{53}\) Id.

\(^{54}\) See id.

\(^{55}\) Id.

\(^{56}\) Id.

\(^{57}\) Id.

\(^{58}\) Id.
in the name of profit, business and publicity. The music and art worlds demand more respect. In an age where large concerts are steadily becoming a common target for seemingly irrepressible acts of inhumanity, it has become even more important to prevent governable harm.\textsuperscript{59}

III. CRESCENDO OF DEMISE: SINGER DAVID RANDALL BLYTHE’S ACQUITTAL IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC DEMONSTRATES THE CURRENT RISKS TO INTERNATIONAL ARTISTS AND CONCERTGOERS

A lack of clear standards places performers as well as audience members in jeopardy. Just as a code of conduct is needed to protect the public, one is also needed to protect musicians. For example, front-man David “Randy” Blythe of the American heavy metal band Lamb of God endured a painful legal battle before being acquitted of manslaughter in the Municipal Court in Prague in 2013.\textsuperscript{60} The charge was in connection to a 2010 incident that occurred at one of the band’s shows at the former nightclub Abaton in Prague, Czech Republic, during the band’s two-year “Wrath Tour.”\textsuperscript{61} Blythe allegedly threw nineteen-year-old fan Daniel Nosek off the small and crowded stage that night, causing Nosek several injuries that led to his coma and eventual death.\textsuperscript{62} Despite the Czech police’s failed attempts to obtain


Upon arrival at the airport, a group of heavily armed Czech police officers immediately arrested Blythe. At his bail hearing, he convinced the judge he was not a flight risk and was granted bail at the equivalent of $200,000. Blythe was eventually released after spending five weeks in Prague’s Pankrác Prison and returned to America. Choosing to defy the advice gathered from legal experts who urged him to refrain from ever setting foot in the Czech Republic again, Blythe returned to Prague to face trial. He did so in an effort to own up to the allegations, clear his good name and provide Nosek’s family with a proper chance at finding the truth behind what transpired on that fatal night. At the trial’s end, the court held that Blythe was “morally responsible” but not criminally liable for Nosek’s death. Instead, the court held that most of the blame fell on the “inadequate security measures provided by promoters and security.”

Blythe’s memoir, retelling his experience in the foreign country’s prison, provides an insider’s perspective of club Abaton’s condition on the night in question. Upon arrival at the venue earlier in the day, Blythe refrained from entering at a crewmember’s warning that the club was “a [expletive] dump.” Blythe recalls that the amount of space inside the club was clearly insufficient, and the unhappy crew struggled to set up the band’s equipment.

65. Id. at 136-37.
67. Id.
69. See BLYTHE, supra note 64, at 464-66 (recounting Blythe’s “total exoneration,” free from any duty to pay any fines or restitution, and the decedent’s family’s decision not to pursue the singer after all of the evidence); see also Jan Kudrna, Responsibility for Acts of the President of the Czech Republic, 56 ACTA JURIDICA HUNGARICA 39, 40-42 (2015) (describing the concept of “moral responsibility” as a non-legal type of responsibility that may occur “in the event of a breach of required rules of society”).
71. BLYTHE, supra note 64, at 88-89.
on the designated three-foot-high stage. The end result was an extremely cramped mess on a tiny platform. Behind the stage, Blythe recalls needing to carefully walk through an obstructed path of amplifiers, guitar cabinets, piles of cables, guitars and pieces of drum hardware, even having to crawl over the band’s drum set to get to his station on the side before the concert. A short hall leading to a small dressing room was similarly crammed with equipment.

Club Abaton’s structural and operational issues did not end there. It was a single-entrance club; that is, there was only one way in and out of the building. Moreover, there was a total lack of security presence and effective barricades between the crowd and stage. Those two circumstances combined with a packed venue of rowdy, “stage diving” audience members, was a recipe for disaster. Importantly, those troubling conditions also violated Lamb of God’s signed contract with the concert promoter. In its typical event stipulations, the band as an organization always required trained security and a reliable barricade properly placed in front of the stage—“both measures meant to ensure that audience members do not jump on stage and that both the band and audience are safe.” Club Abaton’s failure to provide unobstructed space for the band members to operate, emergency exits, an adequate barrier between the band and the audience, or a security force created an unsafe environment for a concert of any type, let alone a heavy metal show.

Lamb of God’s security and safety concerns, as well as those of other bands in their music community, admittedly intensified in the wake of friend and fellow musician “Dimebag” Darrel’s murder in 2004 committed by a “crazed fan.” Before this incident, it was not unusual for a fan to rush onto the stage during a performance. But in Darrel’s case, the heavy metal guitarist was attacked on stage by a gunman and shot to death. Since the killing, the only people who are now welcome on Lamb of God’s stage are...
the band, its guests, and crewmembers. As Blythe, an experienced, professional international touring musician, explained: “A crowded stage is a dangerous stage.” At his manslaughter trial, Blythe recited the reasoning behind Lamb of God’s policy (expressly stated in the band’s promotional contracts) of requiring adequate security and a barricade at its shows. He emphasized the goal was to ensure safety, protection and fairness for the band, crew and attendees, as well as to minimize the band’s liability for an attendee’s lapse in judgment.

Although Blythe and the band recognized that a heavy metal show can be a chaotic event, their genuine concerns for tighter security are inherently juxtaposed with their affection for live performances, their global “music family” (i.e., their fans), and music itself. Music has helped many musicians and fans through tough times. Indeed, songs from Blythe’s punk rock roots helped him maintain a positive mindset while serving time in Prague’s Pankrác Prison. Blythe poetically describes the concert phenomenon as “a massive energy exchange, an amazing, sublime, and holy experience of pure communication.” The apparent sanctity of the celebratory rituals of live music events is worth preserving. Understandably, uninformed critics tend to overlook or deny the adherence to an unspoken code of conduct in some non-mainstream or underground music scenes. Blythe likens the mosh pit experience at his concerts to a game of amateur

82. BLYTHE, supra note 64, at 408-09, 438 (reasoning the potential threat of harm resulting from allowing excited fans access to the stage firmly outweighs the generally harmless nature of the band’s shows).

83. See id. at 15, 18 (explaining Lamb of God’s eighteen-month average touring cycles have taken the singer around the world multiple times, performing for crowds numbering from 1,500 to over 100,000).

84. Id. at 95.

85. Id. at 436-38.

86. See id.

87. See id. at 468 (describing heavy metal concerts as “loudb, raucous, and at times confusing affairs”).

88. See id. at 28, 133, 251.

89. See id. at 133, 337.

90. Id. at 337 (recounting the singer’s frequent recitation of Washington D.C. hardcore punk band Bad Brains’ philosophy of always maintaining a positive mental attitude, or P.M.A., as proclaimed in their 1980s song Attitude).

91. Id. at 28.

92. See, e.g., Chris Grosso, The Ian MacKaye DIY Community Interview, INDIE SPIRITUALIST (May 8, 2012), http://theindiespiritualist.com/2012/05/08/mackaye/ (detailing hardcore punk pioneer Ian MacKaye’s successful defense of a misunderstood subset of the Washington D.C. Go-Go dance music community that the city council tried to use as a scapegoat for the shooting death of a teenage girl).
football, where people generally do not wish to harm one another. Contrary to what an outsider might deduce from the intensity of its concerts, the band does not wish to be “the soundtrack to injury.”

Ultimately, performers wield immense power to control a crowd of impassioned fans, for better or for worse. To an extent, performers are the ringleaders and shepherds of the potential mob or herd mentality at live music events. Reflecting on the tragedy at the 2010 concert in Prague – where nineteen-year-old fan, Daniel Nosek, lost his life – Blythe acknowledges that he should have stopped the show, and that he is truly morally responsible for the young man’s death. In hindsight, Blythe explains that he wishes he had observed the club’s poor condition before the show and refused to play. Instead, Blythe now lives with the grief of failing to exercise his power as a front-man that night—as “the last link in a disastrous chain of events”—to put a stop to an obviously out-of-control situation, which he had done before. At the trial’s end, Nosek’s mourning mother and uncle privately met with Blythe. They each addressed his position of power at Lamb of God’s international concerts and urged him to be “a spokesperson for safer shows.” He vowed to do so.

93. BLYTHE, supra note 64, at 38 (providing a similar description of the controlled system of a mosh pit as the American “hardcore” punk musician Matthew Barney in this paper’s introduction). But see Mark Binelli, Punk Rock Fight Club, ROLLING STONE (Aug. 23, 2007, 4:00 AM), http://www.rollingstone.com/culture/news/punk-rock-fight-club-20070823 (describing the infamously violent hardcore punk gang FSU who take over mosh pits, “police” concerts, and have been accused of intimidating fans, engaging in random beatings, and causing multiple deaths).

94. BLYTHE, supra note 64, at 38.

95. See, e.g., John Burks, Jim Morrison’s Indecency Arrest: Rolling Stone’s Original Coverage, ROLLING STONE (Dec. 10, 2010, 7:25 PM), http://www.rollingstone.com/music/news/jim-morrison-s-indecency-arrest-rolling-stone-s-original-coverage-20101210 (providing several witness accounts of rock star Jim Morrison’s actions at a concert where he arguably attempted to start a riot, calling for a revolution and beckoning nearly sixty emotionally-revved attendees onto the stage); Travis Scott Arrested and Charged for Inciting a Riot at Concert in Ark., Police Say, CBS NEWS (May 14, 2017, 7:47 PM), https://www.cbsnews.com/news/travis-scott-arrested-charged-arkansas-concert-inciting-riot/ (reporting rapper and producer Travis Scott encouraged fans to rush the stage and bypass security protocols at his concert); see also Fricke, supra note 30 (detailing Pearl Jam singer Eddie Vedder’s success in commanding a crowd of about 50,000 fans to collectively step back several feet to free up space near the stage).


97. BLYTHE, supra note 64, at 471-72.

98. Id. at 482.

99. Id. at 38, 471-72.

100. Id. at 473.
David Randall Blythe’s acquittal of manslaughter in the Czech Republic sheds light on the aforementioned cultural and logistical concerns, as well as on the commitment of at least one international touring artist to abide by an ethical code of respect, honor, and accountability for incidents that occur at concerts overseas. His case serves as an exemplar for the requisite mentality that must underlie an effective international code of conduct in the live music industry. Such an ethos can provide the driving force behind a much-needed movement against a passive acceptance of repeated yet avoidable threats to performers’ and concertgoers’ lives. To quote the soul music legend, Sam Cooke, from a popular Civil Rights Movement anthem, “It’s been a long time coming. But I know a change is gonna come.”

IV. FINE TUNING: DERIVING GUIDANCE FROM EXISTING CODES OF CONDUCT

Recurring international concert disasters—many resulting from organizers’ perception of the need to take risks—signal a need to construct and implement a set of principles to guide players in the live music business in a unified commitment to the safest event practices possible. A voluntary approach would work. Such an approach would avoid jurisdictional and constitutional impediments, which is especially helpful in a transnational endeavor. In addition, a voluntary code of conduct may prove most conducive to the needs and interests of the concert culture and the public in general. Finally, the code would still operate within a “legal environment” that includes legislation, regulations, as well as contract and tort law.

103. See id. at 17.
104. See id. at 10-12 (explaining that current voluntary codes of conduct are influenced in part by governments’ legislation, regulation, and trade agreements).
practice, failure to comply would inevitably modify liability standards and provide performers with clear standards of negligence to point to when they encounter dangerous venues or unethical promoters.

Furthermore, codes of conduct work. The drafters of an international code of conduct in the live concert tour and music festival sector need not start from nothing or invent an innovative solution to the problem. The creators of the code may model their principles after those utilized by corporations in various industries around the world. Juggernauts like Amazon, Apple, and Google, as well as companies in the world’s largest retailing industries, like the garment industry, use codes of conduct as vehicles to drive home their respective fundamental philosophies. Here, the drafters will benefit from the ability to learn from the successes and drawbacks of these precedents.

Multinational voluntary codes of conduct and initiatives aimed at promoting socially responsible practices have existed since 1948. Today, Corporate Social Responsibility is a widely recognized management approach whereby companies incorporate social and environmental concerns into their business models. Companies with a Corporate Social Responsibility agenda follow a “Triple-Bottom-Line” approach which focuses on achieving a balance of economic, environmental, and social needs, while simultaneously addressing both their shareholders and

107. See HU XIAOYONG, JAPANESE INST. FOR LAB. POL’Y & TRAINING, CORPORATE CODES OF CONDUCT AND LABOUR-RELATED CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 17 (2006), http://www.jil.go.jp/profile/documents/Hu.pdf (explaining that large multinational enterprises, especially in the textile, clothing, and footwear industries—including Nike, Reebok, and Gap—have “led the trend toward” voluntary company codes).
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stakeholders’ expectations. The idea is essentially a business strategy that establishes long-lasting shareholder value by welcoming opportunities and managing risks stemming from economic, environmental and social developments.

The Corporate Social Responsibility approach increased over the last few decades, beginning in the 1990s, in response to various human rights abuses in labor-intensive industries. Increased attention to corporate abuses led to a proliferation of codes of conduct. Many codes focus on promoting socially responsible practices in corporations’ international business operations. To minimize corruption, harm and abuse, many codes aim to protect human rights and the health and safety of individuals. The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) has defined corporate codes of conduct as “commitments voluntarily made by companies, associations or other entities, which put forward standards and principles for the conduct of business activities in the marketplace.”

Unlike laws that are designed to be binding, such as the Duty of Care Principle, voluntary codes of conduct mostly rely on self-regulation and entail no direct legal commitment. Thus, voluntary codes of conduct are sometimes characterized as “soft law” – a term used to describe non-binding recommendations (as opposed to “hard law”) that eventually may establish custom or serve as the basis for the drafting of treaties. In the corporate arena, the underlying force behind such codes of conduct was a “do it yourself” philosophy not unlike that upheld by the small-scale music venues discussed earlier in this paper.

The OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises (1976), the International Labour Organization’s Tripartite Declaration (1977), and most prominently, the UN Global Compact (2000), are some of the world’s most

110. UNIDO, supra note 109.
112. MARES, supra note 109, at 1.
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significant voluntary initiatives. With over 12,000 corporate participants and stakeholders from over 145 countries, the UN Global Compact is the largest existing voluntary corporate responsibility initiative. Today, the UN Global Compact lays out ten principles, or core values, concerning internationally proclaimed human rights, labor standards, and environmental practices. Although adherence to these principles is strictly voluntary, companies must disclose their compliance and progress in annual corporate reports to their stakeholders and to the UN Global Compact website. If a participant repeatedly fails to comply with this mandatory disclosure, it will eventually be expelled and its name will be published. Rather than policing or enforcing behavior, the UN Global Compact utilizes public accountability, transparency and companies own self-interests to proactively pursue practices that correspond with its core values.

The OECD, headquartered in Paris, France, provides an outlet where governments can cooperate and exchange experiences and develop solutions to common economic, social and environmental issues. Like the UN Global Compact, it is a government-driven instrument that outlines core principles and human rights that entities are expected to protect. As part of its operations, the organization draws on facts and experience to promote and recommend policies aimed at improving the economic and social well-being of citizens around the world. The OECD’s work is driven by an interdependent network of the OECD Council which is charged with oversight, strategic direction and ultimate decision-making; around 250 committees, working groups, and expert groups to act as representatives of
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each member country at OECD committee meetings that concern discussion and implementation; and the Secretariat, charged with analysis and proposals.\textsuperscript{128} There are currently thirty-six contributing members.\textsuperscript{129}

Apart from codes coming from international organizations formed by governments, there are codes established by particular industries. For example, fair trade coffee, as part of a voluntary movement in which products are certified by third party organizations as being produced under “fair” conditions, has benefitted certain areas in which coffee is farmed.\textsuperscript{130} The fair trade model, under which products must meet a series of criteria in order to be certified – e.g., guaranteed minimum prices to producers, fair wages to laborers, environmentally sustainable production practices, public accountability, and safe, non-exploitative working conditions – originated in Mexico.\textsuperscript{131} The movement began with coffee, which remains the world’s largest fair-traded commodity.\textsuperscript{132} International entities such as Starbucks and McDonald’s carry fair trade coffee.\textsuperscript{133} Mexico is the world’s largest producer of coffee and is the location of the most producers of fair trade coffee.\textsuperscript{134}

Fair trade coffee has led to social, economic, and environmental benefits to participants in the villages of Yagavila and Teotlasco in Oaxaca, Mexico.\textsuperscript{135} In those small villages, fair trade products’ higher prices increase household income and decrease household debt.\textsuperscript{136} In addition, fair trade partially protects coffee farmers from commodity crises.\textsuperscript{137} Moreover, higher product prices associated with fair trade may help to generate favorable economic effects within the communities.\textsuperscript{138} Although fair trade
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is not a cure-all to the problems the movement aims to combat, similar positive results have been found in other coffee-producing regions.¹³⁹

Voluntary codes and initiatives have had great success over the years. In some circumstances, these soft laws have “hard” indirect effects. One example comes from the apparel industry in the 1990s.¹⁴⁰ The multinational corporation Nike was exposed for its poor working conditions and abusive labor practices in south Asian production factories and sweatshops.¹⁴¹ Similar reports in the media led to a national controversy surrounding inhumane business practices utilized by clothing and other textile corporations.¹⁴² As a response to an international backlash and outcry from consumers, critics and protesters, Nike began to implement voluntary codes of conduct in its overseas affairs.¹⁴³

Over the next decade, the transnational apparel corporation raised the minimum wage at its Asian factories, adopted Occupational Health and Safety Administration (OSHA) clean air standards, conducted hundreds of factory audits and published a report recognizing its past violations.¹⁴⁴ To ensure adherence to adequate standards, Nike created the Fair Labor Association, an independent and nongovernmental organization which monitors and enforces the corporation’s practices abroad.¹⁴⁵

Pressure deriving from company’s own self-proclaimed voluntary code of conduct can lead to improved circumstances in the areas in which such company operates. For example, in Laderer v. Dole Food Co., Dole was sued by a California consumer for allegedly misrepresenting its company policies in its Guatemalan banana plantations.¹⁴⁶ At the time, Dole’s production in the country contaminated local water supplies, destroyed wetlands, caused flooding, destroyed local communities’ crops and caused illnesses in
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children. The claimant asserted that he would not have bought Dole's products if he had known that the company's practices had such harmful effects. Citing Dole's own company materials, which proclaimed an "unwavering commitment" to "environmental responsibility and social accountability," the plaintiff alleged that Dole had violated California consumer fraud laws, and that Dole had committed common law fraud by concealment and unjust enrichment. When confronted with its own self-imposed tenets of humane business practices, Dole settled the lawsuit in 2013 and agreed to aid in delivering a water filter project in the pertinent local Guatemalan communities. Although Dole did not concede liability, the pressures of complying with its code of conduct led to a positive change in its operations.

Undoubtedly, the effectiveness of voluntary codes and initiatives within the global Corporate Social Responsibility movement is not immune from criticism. The codes have been critiqued as mere corporate facades, "window-dressing," lip service, and essentially phony attempts to put a human face atop business-oriented and sometimes inhumane agendas. Voluntary codes of corporate conduct are further criticized for giving corporations too much discretion resulting in overly-selective codes, lacking external independent assessment, and for being too vague to effectuate actual change.

At the same time, some argue that voluntary codes threaten the free market and global economy. Prominent scholars like Milton Friedman, for example, argue that the sole responsibility of a business is to maximize shareholder profits, rather than to concern itself with issues of respect and human rights. According to Friedman:

In such [a free] market economy, there is one and only one social responsibility of business—to use its resources and engage in activities designed to increase its profits so long as it stays within the rules of the game, [i.e.,] engages in open and free competition, without deception or fraud.

Although the area of corporate voluntarism and regulation from an international governance perspective is fairly new and not yet fully
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developed, this rapidly evolving shift in business approach is capable of generating a positive global impact. One prime illustration of this potential is the “B Corp Movement.” The “B Corp Movement” is a group of nearly 2,000 certified “B Corporations” in fifty countries and 130 industries that are raising the standard for corporate social and environmental performance, legal accountability and public transparency. The corporations in this community have met such standards as verified by the independent nonprofit “B Lab” to create prosperity for both shareholders and society at large. Upwards of 40,000 additional companies and millions of others (e.g., entrepreneurs and investors) have publicly demonstrated a desire to use business as a force for good through the B Corp Movement. In addition, current international codes like the OECD Guidelines can influence changes because they lay out basic health and safety principles. Moreover, a growing increase in independent monitoring practices, such as auditing, within corporations serves to further legitimize the Corporate Social Responsibility approach. In order to compel companies around the world to exhibit increased levels of due care, and to deal with the various perceived shortcomings of Corporate Social Responsibility, the corporate scheme must be updated to a collaborative approach (as opposed to a “go-it-alone” or “do-it-yourself” strategy) with cooperating stakeholders.

Businesses create and adopt voluntary codes and initiatives to set forth and preserve a credible image with their stakeholders, adding pressure on other companies to do the same. Some codes are now further strengthened
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with mandatory corporate report disclosures like that of the aforementioned UN Global Compact.\textsuperscript{164} This process creates incremental social pressures for other companies to comply.\textsuperscript{165} The hope is that this new level of transparency, dialogue, and advocacy will gradually drive out companies that evade accountability for harmful practices,\textsuperscript{166} since a growing number of individuals desire to support companies acting as positive influences on social and environmental progress, but doubt companies’ self-proclamations.\textsuperscript{167}

The initiatives may help to promote responsible practices before governments eventually require them.\textsuperscript{168} Despite the skepticism surrounding Corporate Social Responsibility schemes,\textsuperscript{169} there currently exists common ground, at least, in the idea that corporations should be socially responsible.\textsuperscript{170} For example, this culture shift is seen in the United States where, at least partially in response to market trends, over 200,000 businesses and 325,000 business executives promulgate a mission to use their business as a force for creating a more sustainable society.\textsuperscript{171} Thus, Friedman’s maxim that “the social responsibility of business is to increase profits”\textsuperscript{172} is outdated, and regulation of socially irresponsible behavior does not extinguish free markets.\textsuperscript{173}

In the live music realm, a mixed approach that accounts for both profit-maximization theory and a desire for liability expansion can be effective. One view is that legal systems should strive to create efficient and effective liability regimes and combine them with voluntary soft law initiatives.\textsuperscript{174} Rather than using voluntary initiatives alone, this approach would also increase international enterprises’ accountability.\textsuperscript{175} Within the current
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context of international concerts and music festivals, a focus on a voluntary code, rather than binding regulation, would be a positive step in the right direction to achieve a progressive movement toward change. Corporate Social Responsibility’s vagueness is better suited to the international live music realm — an industry that consists of a multi-faceted network of enterprises that lack a clear definition as an organized undertaking as an organization but that involve a multitude of contractual relationships between independent entities. Corporate Social Responsibility’s wide scope may prove to be conducive to achieving international regulation of live concerts.

Although most problems arising from unsafe practices in the international live music sector are dealt with in existing negligence law, the broader network of the industry, as opposed its varying actors, needs a widespread Corporate Social Responsibility initiative to help formulate a more cohesive response to common life-threatening issues. Fans and audience members are stakeholders in the vast web that is the live music industry, which includes (among many others) promotors, booking agents, venue managers, band managers, various crew members and, of course, the talent. Promoters know what works best in their particular venue and market, and there is a general lack of a collective sense of responsibility for problems in overcrowding, fire safety and violence at concerts among musicians. A voluntary code of conduct would help to bridge the gap among bands and artists as organizations in the industry and provide them with rigorous universal minimum standards that everyone in the industry is aware of without the need to obtain legal advice.

Like the OECD’s collaborative process mentioned earlier in this paper, monitoring of such a code can be accomplished internationally with administrative and policy-making bodies. Representative committees from each nation can cooperate with an intergovernmental voluntary initiative like the OECD to increase the goal of increased safety and accountability at concert tours, festivals, and live events at smaller
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establishments. Existing entities such as the “Purple Guide” in the United Kingdom and “Live Performance Australia” in Australia have demonstrated a desire and purpose to promote safer concert practices.182 Such proponents only need an effective outlet to help spark the global conversation—to respond to the “why,” “what,” and ultimately “how” challenges inherent in a push for increased social responsibility in the international live concert context.183 It should be noted that codes of conduct are a means to an end,184 but they are a necessary step to gradually achieving transnational social and ethical goals and objectives.185 A voluntary code in this context would be an essential component in this movement.

A model of a voluntary code in the concert context already exists through Australia’s “Your Choice” movement as a great example of widespread collective acceptance of responsibility and accountability for safety at concerts and festivals.186 Operating under a credo of shared responsibility, Your Choice is a campaign within Australia’s music industry that proactively engages in counteracting behavioral issues and lack of personal accountability at the country’s live music venues and event spaces.187 Hundreds of musicians, promoters, festivals, live concert venues, and other industry companies publicly support the movement’s primary goal of creating a positive cultural change in the music community.188 Supporters work with an eye toward preventing unsafe and harmful behaviors, like
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sexual assault and violence, rather than merely reacting to such threats to the overall concert experience. The movement clearly sets out its beliefs and currently provides a set of thirteen “House Rules,” including “Throw a party, not a projectile” and “Be a do-er, not a me too-er[] If someone [is] doing something dodge, call them out, [and] report it.” Rather than seeking restrictive legislative solutions, the industry representatives “continue to work with the public, emergency services, community groups and government agencies to develop informed and preventative strategies.” Proponents of the Your Choice movement have the right idea. The live music and touring sectors around the world need clear standards to “let the good [and safe] times roll.”

V. CONCLUSION

Concerts and music festivals around the world continue to draw massive crowds of fans with no signs of slowing down. Because the health and safety of global music-lovers are at risk, as well as the integrity of the industry, it is time to formulate an international code of conduct in the live concert tour and music festival realm. Despite well-documented limitations, a voluntary code rather than binding regulation would prove to fit the context of the worldwide music community. Such a code would ultimately aid in bringing an increased sense of control in a seemingly chaotic international community. To borrow a line from the late-great John Lennon of the prolific Beatles (tragically murdered by an obsessed and resentful fan): “You may say I’m a dreamer. But I’m not the only one.”
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